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Online Trackers:
DO NOT TRACK TEST PAGE
http://ie.microsoft.com/testdrive/Browser/DoNotTrack/Default.html
Article about being tracked:
http://boston.cbslocal.com/2012/06/21/online-tracking-see-the-sites-that-watching-you/

To see who is tracking you and also a way to protect yourself by giving you the ability to shut
the trackers off – download the following:
Collusion
Ghostery

http://www.mozilla.org/en-US/collusion/
www.ghostery.com

Internet Protocol Address:
“This number is an exclusive number all information technology devices (printers, routers, modems, et al)
use which identifies and allows them the ability to communicate with each other on a computer network.
There is a standard of communication which is called an Internet Protocol standard. In laymans terms it
is the same as your home address. In order for you to receive snail mail at home the sending party must
have your correct mailing address (IP address) in your town (network) or you do not receive bills, pizza
coupons or your tax refund. The same is true for all equipment on the internet. Without this specific
address, information cannot be received.”
DYNAMIC: One that is not static and could change at any time. This type is issued to you from a pool of
addresses allocated by your ISP or DHCP Server. STATIC: One that is fixed and never changes. This is
in contrast to a dynamic IP address which may change at any time.
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Surf Anonymous Free
1.
2.
3.

Hides your IP address in the Free Version
Will Slow your computer down
Paid version can be used to bounce your IP address to other countries
Hidemyass.com

1.

Hides your IP address via VPN

CELLULAR SECURITY:

Android market is unregulated – Always read the terms before agreeing to installation!
Google has opted for a less rigorous certification model, permitting any software developer to create
and release apps anonymously, without inspection. This lack of certification has arguably led to today’s
increasing volume of Android-specific malware.
iOS’s security model offers strong protection against traditional malware, primarily due to Apple’s
rigorous app certification process and their developer certification process, which vets the identity of
each software author and weeds out attackers.

** Always read the permissible permissions before you download an application!
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Encryption Apps
During the course of an investigation, we may find we are having difficulty in determining how an
individual is communicating with another person. Now in today’s world, we have to look at the
realization that they can now use encrypted applications via their cell phones and even their ipods to
communicate in a ‘stealth’ manner.
Some of the more popular encrypted communication applications are:
Silent Phone
Surespot
SSE Universal
Encrypted Message

Signal
Hi
Wickr
TorChat

Seecrypt
Unseen
Gliph
Theema

** Pinger / Textfree is an application that can be downloaded to an Ipod or Ipad and turn it into
a mobile device. This application allows the user to talk and text to 35 countries for free**

APPLICATIONS THAT ARE USEFUL IN INVESTIGATIONS:
When it comes to several of the social platforms out there, we have the capability of ascertaining the
geo location of the poster.
Twitter: Streamdin

Map for Twitter Tweetsnearby

Instagram: Mapgram Instalook

Vizible

Layar

First Things First: Steps for Finding People
ALWAYS USE DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE! Remember a lot of times we can cross correlate family members
names from online sites. Another thing we need to remember is the ability to utilize the sources to
identify neighbors which can lead us to finding associated social platforms of our subjects.
www.whitepages.com now can provide spouse name and children’s names
http://neighbors.whitepages.com/
a.
Will give you neighbors names and phone numbers
b.
Allows you to see who is around an address for FREE
c.
Will not give you an unpublished number

Spydialer.com
http://spydialer.com
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www.Zetx.com

Facial Recognition Software
Google Images: will use Facial Recognition Software to find other places on the Web where the
picture has been utilized.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.

Go to Google.com
Go to Images
Go to the Camera Icon in the white tool bar
Upload the Image of the person that you want to find their Identity
Always use a Frontal Images if possible

Google Goggles: Scans popular Images
Persons
Places
Things
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How to find a person’s profiles:
The subject’s email address and usernames are what should be considered their “social security
numbers of the internet”.
EMAIL ADDRESS Michele@jaginvestigations.com
USER NAMES

MzGrneyes13

Additional considerations: SUBJECT’S NAME, FRIENDS, RELATIVES, WORK, ACTIVITES

To find a person’s username try www.peekyou.com
Once you find the username run it through www.namechk.com

A way to find a subject’s address and telephone number and email address:
www.spokeo.com

Twitter Searches
TweetPaths.com
This search will allow you to run a Twitter Username and see where they have tweeted. This will also
allow you see the difference of time between tweets as well as how fast they were moving if they were
tweeting while driving.

Instagram: Owned by Facebook
www.iconosquare.com
www.gramfeed.com

REMEMBER anything that was shown today can be gone tomorrow. The internet is very
transient and sites come and go daily. Also, remember that there is always more than one site to
locate information on and you should always search for additional sites to assist you with your
online profiling.
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PROPRIETARY MATERIALS

It is understand and agreed that while you are welcome to benefit from such Materials
through the immediate teaching of this class, It is understood and agreed to not 1)
reproduce, distribute, resell, modify and sell, or repackage and sell the Materials; or 2) use
these Materials to provide fundraising training for any clients, affiliates, chapters,
organizational subdivisions, or other organizations with whom I have an interest whether
or not for financial remuneration. These materials or any additional materials received
during the training will not be either reproduced or modified, as part of any seminar,
training program, workshop, consulting, or similar formal business activity that I make
available to my clients, affiliates, or to the public for the purpose of personal financial gain
or otherwise.
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